Combinatorial docking approach for structure prediction of large proteins and multi-molecular assemblies.
Protein folding and protein binding are similar processes. In both, structural units combinatorially associate with each other. In the case of folding, we mostly handle relatively small units, building blocks or domains, that are covalently linked. In the case of multi-molecular binding, the subunits are relatively large and are associated only by non-covalent bonds. Experimentally, the difficulty in the determination of the structures of such large assemblies increases with the complex size and the number of components it contains. Computationally, the prediction of the structures of multi-molecular complexes has largely not been addressed, probably owing to the magnitude of the combinatorial complexity of the problem. Current docking algorithms mostly target prediction of pairwise interactions. Here our goal is to predict the structures of multi-unit associations, whether these are chain-connected as in protein folding, or separate disjoint molecules in the assemblies. We assume that the structures of the single units are known, either through experimental determination or modeling. Our aim is to combinatorially assemble these units to predict their structure. To address this problem we have developed CombDock. CombDock is a combinatorial docking algorithm for the structural units assembly problem. Below, we briefly describe the algorithm and present examples of its various applications to folding and to multi-molecular assemblies. To test the robustness of the algorithm, we use inaccurate models of the structural units, derived either from crystal structures of unbound molecules or from modeling of the target sequences. The algorithm has been able to predict near-native arrangements of the input structural units in almost all of the cases, suggesting that a combinatorial approach can overcome the imperfect shape complementarity caused by the inaccuracy of the models. In addition, we further show that through a combinatorial docking strategy it is possible to enhance the predictions of pairwise interactions involved in a multi-molecular assembly.